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The stretching vibrational overtone spectra of PH 3: Local mode vibrational
analysis, dipole moment surfaces from density functional
theory and band intensities

Sheng-Gui He,a) Jing-Jing Zheng, Shui-Ming Hu, Hai Lin,b) Yun Ding, Xiang-Huai Wang,
and Qing-Shi Zhu
Open Laboratory of Bond Selective Chemistry, and the Institute for Advanced Studies,
University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei, 230026, People’s Republic of China

~Received 3 November 2000; accepted 9 January 2001!

The infrared spectra of PH3 molecule were recorded on a Bruker IFS 120HR Fourier transform
spectrometer from 4000 to 9500 cm21. The P–H stretching vibrational frequencies and intensities
were derived from the experimental data. The Morse oscillator parametersDe and a in the
anharmonically coupled anharmonic oscillator local mode model were determined by the
least-squares fitting with the observed vibrational band centers. Theab initio three-dimensional
P–H stretching dipole moment surfaces were calculated by the density functional theory method.
The dipole moment vectors were projected to three kinds of molecule-fixed reference systems. The
corresponding dipole moment components were fitted to polynomial functions in terms of the P–H
bond length displacements with the molecular symmetry taken into account. The absolute band
intensities were obtained and then compared with the experimental data. The results showed that a
proposed improved bond dipole model can predict the absolute band intensities within a factor of 2
for most of the observed transitions, indicating a reasonably good agreement. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1352038#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phosphine molecule is a subject of considera
spectroscopic and astronomical interest. Its infrared spect
is characterized by significant Coriolis and Fer
resonances.1 The A12A2 splittings in thev2 symmetric and
v4 antisymmetric bending fundamentals have been int
sively studied.2,3 Similar to AsH3 and SbH3 molecules, the
near degeneratev1 symmetric andv3 antisymmetric stretch-
ing modes have also drawn some attention to the local m
study.4 Additionally, PH3 is important for the studies of th
atmosphere of Jupiter and Saturn5,6 where it has already bee
observed.7

The present work mainly contributes to the P–H stret
ing vibrational band intensities. The local mode notati
(n1n2n3 ;G)8 will be adopted to identify the vibrationa
states. The fundamentals (100;A1) and (100;E) were studied
by McKean and Schatz9 and Baldacci, Devi, and Rao.10 The
stretching overtone spectra up toV53 were recorded by
Wang and Zhu,4 hereV5n11n21n3 , but the band intensi-
ties cannot be found in their work. In this work, we re-reco
the high-resolution Fourier transform infrared~FTIR! spectra
up to V54 and report the band intensities and some n
band centers.

Theoretical calculations on the local mode vibration
intensities of various XH(X5C, N, O, Si, P, As, and so on!
bond oscillators can be mainly divided into two sorts. T

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
hsg@mail.ustc.edu.cn

b!Current address: Anorganische Chemie, Fachbereich 9, Univers¨t-
Gesamthochschule Wuppertal, D-42097 Wuppertal, Germany.
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first type of studies11–13 is based on the bond dipol
model,8,14,15 where the molecule dipole moment vector
assumed to be a sum of the individual bond dipole mom
vectors along the bond directions

M5(
i 51

n

Miei . ~1!

Here,Mi is the bond dipole function which only depends o
the i th bond length andei is the unit vector along this bond
Various bond dipole functions have been proposed to mo
the bond dipole moment. The Mecke-type function16 is
widely applied because it possesses correct asymptotic
havior as the bond length approaches infinity. The Mec
type function contains three empirical parameters which
adjusted either to fit theab initio dipole moment data
points,17,18 or to make the calculated intensities close to t
observed values.13,19 Though it generally gives qualitative
agreement between calculations and observations, it fail
some cases due to the neglecting of the inter-bond coup
contribution. For local mode molecules and with the bo
dipole model, the overtone band intensity will be more
tense than that of the combination band.8 However, in some
cases, the intensity anomaly was found in the experiment
example, the overtone band (4000;A1 /F2) is weaker than
the combination (3100;A1 /F2) in germane,20 and
(3000;A1 /F2) is weaker than (2100;A1 /F2) in silane.21

Similar phenomena have also been found in neopentan22

propane,23 dimethyl ether,24 and hydrogen peroxide.25 The
intensity anomaly in PH3 was also found in our measure
ment. So, it means the empirical bond dipole model must

il:
8 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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improved in order to depict the intensity anomaly, althou
it is so simple and has some physical intuition.

Studies of the second type are not based on the b
dipole model. Henry, Kjaergaard, and their co-workers u
dipole moment functions which were expressed as a se
expansion in terms of internal X–H stretching coordinates
study the X–H bond oscillator intensities in H2O, H2O2,
NH3, HCN, CH2O, CHD2F, CH4, C6H6, and so on,26–28and
very recently in C6H5CH3.

29 Another example is the O–H
stretching overtone intensities of the HOD molecule inve
gated by Fair, Votava, and Nesbitt.30 They found that the
observation was in excellent agreement with full thre
dimensional~3D! quantum variational calculations based
the H2O potential surface by Polyansky, Jensen, a
Tennyson31 and dipole moment surface by Gabrielet al.32

The bond dipole model was, however, found to be not
successful in these cases.

In this article, we use theab initio calculated dipole
moment surfaces~DMSs! to predict the absolute band inten
sities of PH3 and try to depict the intensity anomaly since t
ab initio DMSs successfully produced the relative and ab
lute band intensities of C–H chromophore in CHCl3, CHBr3,
and CHI3 in our earlier work.33,34 The outline of the remain-
der of this article is as follows. In Sec. II, the experimen
details are given. In Sec. III, we report the 3D P–H stret
ing DMSs by the density functional theory~DFT! method.
The dipole moment vectors are projected to three kinds
reference systems, they are~1! the one which obeys Eckar
conditions,35,36 ~2! the one in which the axis directions a
along the principal inertial axes in the equilibrium config
ration, and~3! the one in which the axes are along three P
bonds. Different dipole moment models are used to fit
correspondingab initio calculated dipole moment compo
nents. In Sec. IV, the absolute band intensities are calcul
and then compared with experimental data. The results
given and discussed in Sec. V, and conclusions are draw
Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample and instrument configurations

The PH3 sample was purchased from Nanjing Spec
Gas Company with a stated purity of 99.99%. The hig
resolution spectra of PH3 from V52 through V54 were
recorded by utilizing a Bruker IFS 120HR Fourier transfo
spectrometer which was equipped with a path length adj
able multi-pass gas cell. A tungsten source and a CaF2–Si
beamsplitter were used for all the spectra. A liquid nitrog
cooled HgCdTe detector and an IR bandpass filter wh
cutoff frequencies are 4050 and 5000 cm21 were used to
obtain theV52 spectrum at an unapodized resolution
0.01 cm21, while theV53 and 4 spectra were obtained u
ing an InGaAs detector with resolutions of 0.015 and 0
cm21, respectively. The sample pressures and absorpti
path lengths were 307 Pa, 15 m; 3623 Pa, 87 m and 8960
105 m forV52, 3, and 4, respectively. The pressures w
measured by a manometer with an absolute pressure a
Downloaded 20 Apr 2001 to 192.108.70.1. Redistribution subject
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racy of 50 Pa. All the spectra were observed at room te
perature which varied from 19.8 to 21.8 °C in the measu
ment.

B. Analysis

Since the present work is focused on the stretching
brational band intensities, only a portion of the interferogra
of the high-resolution spectrum is used to do the Fou
transform to get the medium-resolution spectrum with hig
signal-to-noise ratios~SNRs!. All the resolutions are set to
0.5 cm21, and the SNRs are all better than 2500 for t
spectrum base lines. TheV52 and 3 spectra are illustrated i
Fig. 1. In the upper panel of the figure, the strong absorpti
centered at 4566 cm21 are assigned to the (200;A1 /E)
bands, and a clearly R branch of a weak parallel band
signed to (110;A1)4 is located in the high frequency side
The V53 and 4 spectra are more complicated due to str
rovibrational interactions, for example, in theV53 spectrum
shown in the lower panel of Fig. 1, the bands centered
6715 cm21 are assigned to (300;A1 /E) and the more intense
absorptions located at 6885 cm21 are (210;A1 /E) bands; the
intensity anomaly is clearly shown. Some roughly rovibr
tional analysis based on the Hamiltonian model in Ref. 3
been carried out on the high-resolution spectra ofV52 and 3
to get more confident band centers; the results with thos
the earlier work are listed in Table I. Some bands associa
with the bending motions are also observed in the meas
ment. They are listed in Table II; further vibrational analys
considering the bending modes will be discussed elsewh
The band intensities are obtained by directly integrating
the absorbance spectra

I ~v0!5E
v02vL

v01vH
2 ln@S~v !/S0~v !#dv, ~2!

where,v0 is the band center,vL andvH are the appropriate
values for the integral limits, andS(v) and S0(v) are the
transmittance and base line spectra, respectively. The in
sities with vL and vH are listed in Table I. The absolut
intensity uncertainties will be discussed in the followin
paragraph.

FIG. 1. FTIR spectra of PH3 molecule inV52 ~upper panel! and 3~lower!
regions. The unapodized resolution is 0.5 cm21. The sample pressures an
absorptional path lengths are 307 Pa, 15 m, and 3623 Pa, 87 m forV52 and
3, respectively.
 to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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The intensity uncertainties originate from the followin
five reasons.~1! The low SNR, which is especially critica
for weak absorptions; this uncertainty can be estimated
DSNR5(vL1vH)/SNR. Table I shows the largest relative i
tensity uncertainty for (310;A1 /E) is about 0.1/0.94
511%, here SNR52500 is used.~2! The nonlinear respons
of the instruments~for example, the detector! to the light
intensity at a specific frequency, by comparing the H2O ab-
sorption in the high-resolution spectra with the intensit
listed in the HITRAN 96 database;37 we estimate this uncer
tainty to be 10%.~3! The molecule density uncertainty whic
comes from the pressure, temperature, and the absorpt
path length uncertainties; the last two which lead to less t

TABLE I. Observed stretching vibrational band centers and intensitie
PH3 molecule.

(n1n2n3 ;G)
v0

cm21
I exp

a

cm21
vL /vH

cm21
I obs.

b

10222 cm
DTot

%

(100;A1)c 2321.1314 45800
(100;E)c 2326.8766 163000
(200;A1) 4566.26d 6.77 150/188 567e 21
(200;E) 4565.78d

(110;A1) 4644.66d 29.8f 30–40
(300;A1 /E) 6714.60d 2.54 81.6/83.4 3.27 21
(210;A1)g 6881.533 3.93 83.5/128.5 4.71h 22
(210;lE)g 6883.731
(210;hE)g 6890.861
(111;A1) i 6971.1576 0.274 0.353 18

(400;A1 /E) 8788.0 1.86 188/118 0.802 22
(310;A1 /E) 9040.0 0.94 134/110 0.406 24

aObtained with Eq.~2! in the text.
bI obs.5I exp.kT/P/L; herek, P, L, andT are theBoltzmannconstant, sample
pressure, absorptional path length, and temperature in the measure
respectively.T5294 K is used in the calculation.

cReferences 9 and 10.
dReference 4.
eTotal intensity of (200;A1) and (200;E).
fEstimated from the peak height of the strong lines of theR branch in the
high-resolution spectrum.

gThree strong coupled vibrational bands by Coriolis resonance.
hTotal intensity of (210;A1), (210;lE), and (210;hE).
iAn unperturbed weak transition with a typicalK structure of the parallel
band. The intensity is obtained by integrating all the assigned lines
(111;A1) band in the high-resolution spectrum.

TABLE II. Observed band centers~cm21! associated with the bending
modes of PH3 molecule.

v0 (n1n2n3 ;v2v4
l 4;G)a n0 (n1n2n3 ;v2v4

l 4;G)a

992.134 767 (000;100;A1)b 3896.023 (000;400;A1)d

1118.306 385 (000;0161;E)b 4282.4 (100;200;A1)e

1972.5454 (000;200;A1)c 5540.0 (200;100;G) f

2108.0458 (000;1161;E)c 5645.4 (200;0161;G) f

2940.772 (000;300;A1)d 6503.1 (200;200;A1)e

3214.2 (000;120;A1)e 7679.1 (300;100;G) f

3305.8 (100;100;A1)e 7775.5 (300;0161;G) f

3423.9 (100;0161;G) f 7961.9 (210;0161;G) f~?!

aAssignment, normal mode notation is used for the bending modes.
bReference 3.
cReference 50.
dReference 51.
eReference 4.
fThis work.
Downloaded 20 Apr 2001 to 192.108.70.1. Redistribution subject
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1% uncertainty can be neglected. As to the sample press
the relative uncertainty forV53 and 4 can also be neglecte
for V52 it is about 15%.~4! The band overlapping, in Fig
1, the P branch of (300;A1 /E) overtones is overlapped with
2v112v2

4 centered at 6503 cm21 and the R branch over
lapped with P branch of (210;A1 /E). In this case, thevL and
vH in Eq. ~2! are chosen such that the integral limit is just
the middle of the two neighboring band centers. Because
different band intensities inV53 are comparable and th
band centers are well isolated, this method is reasonable
the uncertainty is estimated to be 15% forV53 spectrum.
Another one is the overlapping with H2O absorption, which
is critical for V54 spectrum. The H2O contribution to the
intensity is deleted by calibrating the H2O lines in the high-
resolution spectra with the ones listed in the HITRAN
database,37 the corresponding uncertainties are estimated
be 15% forV54 spectrum and 5% for (210;A1 /E) bands of
which a portion of the R branch is overlapped with H2O
lines. ~5! The base line uncertainty, the PH3 lines are con-
densed and we obtain the base line spectrumS0(v) from the
area between the lines in the transmittance spect
S(v), so it also leads to the intensity uncertainty, whi
is estimated to be 10%. It can be seen that the m
intensity uncertainties come from the pressure uncerta
for V52, and the band overlapping forV53
and 4. The total uncertainties can be estimated
DTot5AD1

21D2
21D3

21D4
21D5

2, which are also listed in
Table I; hereD i is the i th relative uncertainty mentione
above.

III. DIPOLE MOMENT SURFACES AND DIPOLE
MOMENT MODELS

The procedure to calculate the 3D stretching DMSs
PH3 by the DFT method is similar to the one used for trih
lomethanes in our earlier work.33,34 Briefly, it involves two
steps:~1! geometry optimization and~2! single point calcu-
lations which give the data points on the DMSs. In bo
steps, the B3LYP~Becke’s three parameter hybrid metho
with the correlation functional of Lee, Yang, and Parr, whi
includes both local and nonlocal terms!38 method with the
6-31111G~3df,2pd! basis set39 are used. The calculation
are performed by using theGAUSSIAN 94 package.40 The op-
timized geometry with those obtained from experiments
listed in Table III; the dipole moment at this configuratio
and the ground state dipole transition moment from exp
ment are also listed. It is shown that the agreements
good. When evaluating the dipole moment, only the th
P–H bonds are stretched while the threeH–P–H bond
angles are kept to their equilibrium values. In the calculati
each bond length displacementr i( i 51,2,3) varies from
20.3 Å to 0.4 Å by the step of 0.05 Å, Considering the C3v
point group symmetry of the molecule, we only calculate t
data points at the configurations ofr 1>r 2>r 3 to get 680ab
initio data points since the dipole moments at other confi
rations can be easily derived.34

The calculatedab initio dipole moment vectors are pro
jected to three sets of molecule-fixed reference syste
which are denoted to beRPrin, REck, andRBond. In RBond,
the dipole moment vectorM is projected as

f

ent,

f
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Downloade
TABLE III. Comparison of the optimized and experimental equilibrium geometric structure and perm
dipole moment of PH3 molecule.

This work Expt. 1a Expt. 2b Expt. 3c Expt. 4d

RPH ~Å! 1.4179 1.412 03~70! 1.411 75~50! 1.411 59~60! ¯

fHPH ~°! 93.4318 93.407~40! 93.421~60! 93.328~20! ¯

u0 ~Debye! 0.5763 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0.573 95~30!

aReference 4.
bReference 52.
cReference 53.
dReference 54.
t
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M ~r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3!5u1~r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3!e11u2~r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3!e2

1u3~r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3!e3 , ~3!

whereei( i 51,2,3) is the unit vector along the P–Hi bond,
and Hi is the i th H atom in PH3. In this work, we lete1 , e2 ,
ande3 be left handed, i.e., (e13e2)•e3,0. It can be seen tha
RBond is not a right-angled reference system. The three u
vectors along the right-angled axes ofx, y, andz in RPrin are
defined as

ez52~e11e21e3!/u~e11e21e3!u, ~4!

ey5ez3e1 /uez3e1u, ~5!

ex5ey3ez , ~6!

and the dipole moment vectorM is

M ~r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3!5ux~r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3!ex1uy~r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3!ey

1uz~r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3!ez . ~7!

It is clear thatx, y andz are the principal inertial axes in th
equilibrium configuration. In order to get the result with th
best separation of vibrational and rotational motion,41 the
reference system which obeys Eckart conditions35,36 is also
used; it is denoted asREck. A simple Fortran code which is
based on the multidimensional conjugate gradient metho42

has been written to solve the Eckart conditions. It is sho
that the three right-angled axes ofj, h, and z in REck are
almost superposed withx, y, and z in RPrin. The maximal
Euler angle36 is only 0.01 radian at the configuration o
(r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3)5(20.3,0.4,0.4) Å, which showsRPrin andRBond

are also the reference systems with good separation of
vibrational and rotational motion.

Similar to our earlier work,33,34 the polynomial functions
in terms of the bond length displacements are also used
to expand the DMSs. The PH3 molecule has the symmetry o
point group C3y , so we have the following relations foru1 ,
u2 , andu3 :

u2~r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3!5u1~r 2 ,r 1 ,r 3!, ~8!

u3~r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3!5u1~r 3 ,r 2 ,r 1! ~9!

and

u1~r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3![u~r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3!

5 f ~r 1!@g~r 2 ,r 3!1g~r 3 ,r 2!#, ~10!

wheref (x) andg(x,y) are any functions. Theu(r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3) is
expanded as
d 20 Apr 2001 to 192.108.70.1. Redistribution subject
it
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u~r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3!5 (
i , j >k

Ci jk
B r 1

i ~r 2
j r 3

k1r 2
kr 3

j !/~11d jk!, ~11!

wherei, j, andk are non-negative integers,Ci jk
B is the expan-

sion coefficient, andd jk51 if j 5k, or elsed jk50.
As to the three components of the DMSs inRPrin, ux ,

uy , anduz have theEx , Ey , andA1 representations of the
C3y point group, respectively, so we should use the cor
sponding polynomial functions in terms of symmetric inte
nal coordinates to expand them. Up to third order, theux , uy

anduz are

ux~r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3!5C100
x E100

x 1C200
x E200

x 1C110
x E110

x

1C300
x E300

x 1C210
x1 E210

x1 1C210
x2 E210

x2 , ~12!

uy~r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3!5C100
y E100

y 1C200
y E200

y 1C110
y E110

y

1C300
y E300

y 1C210
y1 E210

y1 1C210
y2 E210

y2 , ~13!

uz~r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3!5C000
z 1C100

z S1001C200
z S2001C110

z S110

1C300
z S3001C210

z S2101C111
z S111, ~14!

whereCi jk
a (a5x,y,z,x1,x2,y1,y2) is the expansion coeffi

cient,Ei jk
a andSi jk are the following:

Ei j j
x 5~r 1r 2r 3! j~2r 1

i 2 j2r 2
i 2 j2r 3

i 2 j !/A6, ~15!

Eii j
x 5~r 1r 2r 3! i~2r 1

j 2 i2r 2
j 2 i2r 3

j 2 i !/A6, ~16!

Ei jk
x1 5@2r 1

i ~r 2
j r 3

k1r 2
kr 3

j !2r 1
j ~r 2

i r 3
k1r 2

kr 3
i !

2r 1
k~r 2

i r 3
j 1r 2

j r 3
i !#/A12, ~17!

Ei jk
x2 5@r 1

k~r 2
i r 3

j 1r 2
j r 3

i !2r 1
j ~r 2

i r 3
k1r 2

kr 3
i !#/2, ~18!

Ei j j
y 5~r 1r 2r 3! j~r 2

i 2 j2r 3
i 2 j !/&, ~19!

Eii j
y 5~r 1r 2r 3! i~r 2

j 2 i2r 3
j 2 i !/&, ~20!

Ei jk
y1 5@r 1

k~r 2
i r 3

j 2r 2
j r 3

i !1r 1
j ~r 2

i r 3
k2r 2

kr 3
i !#/2, ~21!

Ei jk
y2 5@2r 1

i ~r 2
j r 3

k2r 2
kr 3

j !1r 1
j ~r 2

i r 3
k2r 2

kr 3
i !

1r 1
k~r 2

j r 3
i 2r 2

i r 3
j !#/A12, ~22!

Siii 5~r 1r 2r 3! i , ~23!

Si j j 5~r 1r 2r 3! j~r 1
i 2 j1r 2

i 2 j1r 3
i 2 j !/), ~24!

Sii j 5~r 1r 2r 3! i~r 1
j 2 i1r 2

j 2 i1r 3
j 2 i !/), ~25!
 to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Si jk5@r 1
i ~r 2

j r 3
k1r 2

kr 3
j !1r 1

j ~r 2
i r 3

k1r 2
kr 3

i !

1r 1
k~r 2

j r 3
i 1r 2

i r 3
j !#/A6. ~26!

In Eqs. ~15!–~26!, i, j, and k are integers, andi . j .k>0.
Here, the coefficients ofx and y components of the DMSs
also have simple relations similar to those for CH3
molecules34

Ci jk
x 5Ci jk

y , Ci jk
x1 5Ci jk

y1 , Ci jk
x2 52Ci jk

y2 . ~27!

The form of these symmetric terms can also be constru
by coupling the linear termsS100, E100

x , andE100
y repeatedly

TABLE IV. Expansion coefficientsa of the dipole moment surfaces of PH3

molecule with different dipole moment models~DMMs!.

DMM1 DMM2 DMM3

C000
B 0.354 181~98! C000

z b 20.574 91~14! 20.574 95~14!

C100
B 21.078 27~59! C100

z 0.912 67~74! 0.912 65~74!
C010

B 0.048 95~34! C200
z 0.430 7~19! 0.406 9~19!

C200
B 20.585 6~14! C110

z 0.145 8~16! 0.170 0~16!
C020

B 0.055 5~11! C300
z 20.108 1~73! 20.112 9~77!

C110
B 20.053 0~12! C210

z 20.303 0~64! 20.300 1~64!
C011

B 20.048 13~98! C111
z 0.065 2~60! 0.066 3~59!

C300
B 0.222 5~59! C100

y 21.165 44~84! 21.154 71~85!
C030

B 0c C200
y 20.669 8~20! 20.683 5~20!

C210
B 0.039 8~50! C110

y 0.005 0~16! 0.014 1~16!
C021

B 0c C300
y 0.294 4~83! 0.295 3~83!

C120
B 0.182 3~50! C210

y1 20.074 8~69! 20.068 6~69!
C111

B 20.040 0~42! C210
y2 0.229 9~68! 0.224 1~68!

rmsd (31023) 2.91 2.87/2.80e 2.84/2.81f

aUnits are defined such that the dipole moment is in Debye (53.335 64
310230 C m), the bond length displacement in Å. The value in the par
theses is one standard error in the last significant digit. For DMM1, u2 and
u3 are obtained with Eqs.~8! and~9!, while x andj components in DMM2

and DMM3 with Eq. ~27!.
bFor DMM3, usingh and§ instead ofy andz.
cConstrained value.
dRoot mean squares of the fitting residual.
eFor z andy components, respectively.
fFor § andh components, respectively.
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d

with themselves with the help of the vector-coupling coe
cients tabulated in Refs. 43, 44. Some further informat
about the relations for the DMSs expansion coefficients
axially symmetric molecules can be referred to Ref. 45.

The dipole moment model in Eqs.~12!–~14! has also
been applied to the three components of the DMSs inREck;
we denote the corresponding expansion coefficients to
Ci jk

a , herea5j,j1 ,j2 ,h,h1 ,h2 andz. For convenience, we
called the dipole moment model in Eq.~11!, in Eqs. ~12!–
~14! with RPrin andREck to be DMM1, DMM2, and DMM3,
respectively. The expansion coefficients are fitted with theab
initio calculated data points. The results are listed in Ta
IV. In practical fitting, it is, however, not necessary to i
clude many high order terms which cannot be determin
well. All the terms higher than third order are constrained
zeros. TheC021

B andC030
B in DMM1 are also set to zeros fo

the same reason. For illustration, parts of theab initio calcu-
lated dipole moment along P–H1 bond are plotted in Fig. 2
where the corresponding results fitted by DMM1 are also
shown.

IV. INTENSITIES CALCULATION

The absolute vibrational band intensityI can be calcu-
lated as

I ~v0!5
8p3v0

3hcQv~T! F12expS 2
hcv0

kT D G u^NuM u0&u2.

~28!

Here u0& and uN& denote the vibrational ground and excite
states,v0 is the transition wave number,T is the sample
temperature in the measurement,Qv(T) is the vibrational
partition function at temperatureT, c is the speed of light,k
andh areBoltzmannandPlanckconstants, respectively. Th

-

e

r

g

FIG. 2. The dipole moment along
P–H1 bond in PH3 molecule varying
with r 1 at different values ofr 2 and
r 3 . Values in the parentheses arer 2

andr 3 . Units are defined such that th
dipole moment is in Debye
(53.335 64310230 C m), the bond
length displacement in Å. The uppe
panel is for theab initio calculated di-
pole moment, and the correspondin
result fitted by DMM1 is in the lower
panel.
 to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE V. Calculated band centers~in cm21! and intensities (in 10222 cm) with ACAOI Hamiltonian and
DMM1, DMM2, and DMM3 dipole moment models. The observed intensities are also listed for compari

(n1n2n3 ;G) v0 calc. I DMM1
I DMM2

I DMM3
I obs.

(100;A1) 2320.78 62 300/262 000a 61 600/262 000 61 500/260 000 45 800/209 00
(100;E) 2325.56 200 000 202 000 198 000 163 000
(200;A1) 4561.91 222/637 219/637 250/615 /567
(200;E) 4562.30 415 418 365
(110;A1) 4645.06 21.6/21.6 21.7/21.7 30.3/30.5 /29.8
(110;E) 4649.68 0.005 72 0.006 05 0.215
(300;A1) 6714.85 0.244/5.85 0.080 8/9.60 0.302/12.1 /3.27
(300;E) 6714.88 5.61 9.52 11.8
(210;A1) 6881.62 3.94/6.39 4.18/6.65 4.69/9.96 /4.71
(210;lE) 6884.00 0.361 0.347 0.426
(210;hE) 6888.95 2.09 2.12 2.02
(111;A1) 6972.49 0.114 0.116 0.124 0.353
(400;A1) 8781.89 0.570/3.55 0.150/4.41 0.100/4.76 /0.802
(400;E) 8781.89 2.98 4.26 4.66
(310;A1) 9037.10 0.237/0.428 0.254/0.446 0.276/0.464 /0.406
(310;lE) 9037.60 0.0146 0.0159 0.0121
(310;hE) 9040.51 0.176 0.176 0.176
(500;A1) 10 763.26 0.125/0.669 0.043 1/0.803 0.0350/0.847
(500;E) 10 763.26 0.544 0.760 0.812
(600;A1) 12 658.97 0.0220/0.111 0.008 21/0.131 0.00706/0.137
(600;E) 12 658.97 0.0886 0.123 0.130

D log
b 0.311~0.715! 0.363~0.836! 0.382~0.880!

aThe value under / is the total intensity of the bands with the same quantum numbersn1n2n3 .
bLogarithmic deviation defined in Eq.~33! in the text, the value in the parentheses is in the natural logarit
we
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spectra were recorded at room temperature and the lo
vibrational transition wave number of the PH3 is 992 cm21,2

@12exp(2hcv0 /kT)#.1 and Qy(T).1 can be applied as
good approximations. For dipole moment vector expres
as Eq.~3! in RBond, we have

I ~v0!5Kv0@u1N
2 1u2N

2 1u3N
2 12 cos~f!

3~u1Nu2N1u1Nu3N1u2Nu3N!#, ~29!

while for RPrin or REck ~usej, h, z instead ofx, y, z!, it is

I ~v0!5Kv0~uxN
2 1uyN

2 1uzN
2 !. ~30!

In Eqs. ~29! and ~30!, K54.162 3755310219cm2 Debye22

~making use of 1 Debye53.335 64310230C m), uiN

5^Nuui u0&, herei 51,2,3, orx, y, z, andf is the optimized
H–P–Hbond angle in Table III.

The vibrational wave functions are calculated variatio
ally based on the anharmonically coupled anharmonic os
lator ~ACAO! local mode model.15,46 The stretching vibra-
tional Hamiltonian is

H5(
i 51

3 S 1

2
Grr pi

21Deyi
2D1(

i , j

3

~Grr 8pipj1Frr 8r i r j !,

~31!

or

H5(
i 51

3 S 1

2
Grr pi

21Deyi
2D

1(
i , j

3 S Grr 8pipj1
1

a2 Frr 8yiyj D , ~32!
d 20 Apr 2001 to 192.108.70.1. Redistribution subject
st

d

-
il-

whereyi512exp(2ari), Grr 51/mH11/mP ~heremH is the
mass of the H atom andmP the P atom!, Grr 85cos(f)/mP

and f593.407° is used in this work,pi is the momentum
conjugate tor i , De and a are the Morse potential param
eters, andFrr 8 is the inter-bond potential coupling paramete
The models in Eqs.~31! and ~32! are called ACAOI and
ACAOII, respectively. The method to construct the symm
ric wave functions and the Hamiltonian matrice has be
described elsewhere,15,47 some further references about th
elements of the momentum and position operators in
Morse functional basis can be found in Refs. 8 and 15. T
De anda are optimized by the least-squares fitting with t
observed vibrational band centers listed in Table I, wh
Frr 8 which cannot be determined well in the fitting is co
strained to the recentlyab initio calculated value by Wang
et al. in Ref. 48, where the adjusted values ofF11 andF33 are
cited to calculate Frr 8 . The results are Frr 8
574.50 cm21 Å 22, De533 890 (125) cm21 and a
51.574 74(323) Å21 for ACAOI, De533 875(118) cm21,
and a51.575 19(307) Å21 for ACAOII. The value in the
parentheses is one standard error in the last significant d
The maximal vibrational quantum numberVmax is set to 12
in the optimization. The band centers of (200;A1 /E),
(400A1 /E), and (310;A1 /E) in Table I are found to be per
turbed to the higher frequency side by about 3–6 cm21,
which can be explained by the Fermi resonance with
bending modes from the lower frequency side. These b
centers are discarded in the optimization and all others
unit weighted. The root mean squares~rms! of the fitting
residual are 1.05 cm21 for ACAOI and 0.99 cm21 for
ACAOII. The band intensities have been calculated acco
 to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ing to Eqs.~29! and ~30!. The results by ACAOI with the
DMM1, DMM2, and DMM3 are listed in Table V, while
those by ACAOII which are almost the same have be
omitted.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

It can be seen from Table V that the predictions ag
with the observations reasonably well. Logarithm
deviation12 is defined to yield the estimation of the agre
ment

D log
2 5

1

ndata
(

n1n2n3

ndata F log10

I calc.~n1n2n3!

I obs.~n1n2n3! G2

, ~33!

where ndata is the number of the experimental data poin
I calc.(n1n2n3) and I obs.(n1n2n3) are calculated and observe
total intensities of the bands with the same quantum num
n1n2n3

I ~n1n2n3!5(
G

I ~n1n2n3 ;G!. ~34!

I obs.(n1n2n3) and I calc.(n1n2n3) with different dipole mo-
ment models are also shown in Fig. 3. The logarithmic
viations are 0.311, 0.363, and 0.382 for DMM1, DMM2, and
DMM3, respectively. It is also shown that the intens
anomaly can be predicted by DMM1, but cannot by DMM2

and DMM3. The ratio of I (210) to I (300) is 1.44 in the
observation. The value is 1.09 by the first dipole mom
model, while only 0.696 and 0.575 by the latter two.

From Eqs.~3!–~7!, it is clearly seen that in principle
DMM1 is equivalent to DMM2 because all the coefficients i
DMM2 are the linear combinations of those in DMM1 by the
aid of Eqs.~4!–~6!. For example

S C300
z

C300
y D 5S 2) cos~u! 22) cos~u!

2A6 sin~u!/2 A6 sin~u!/2
D S C300

B

C030
B D , ~35!

whereu is the angle between P–H bond and the threef
axis of the molecule in the equilibrium configuration, a
u5sin21@2 sin(f/2)/)# with f being the H–P–H bond
angle. As mentioned in Sec. III, in the practical fitting of th
DMSs, the coefficients which cannot be determined well

FIG. 3. Absolute band intensities of PH3 molecule by observation and ca
culation with different dipole moment models~DMMs!.
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constrained to zeros. TheC030
B is set to zero in DMM1, while

both C300
z and C300

y are fitted in DMM2. So, practically,
DMM1 is not equivalent to DMM2. It is easy to understand i
becauseC030

B means the third order contributions from th
displacements of P–H2 and P–H3 to the dipole moment
along P–H1, which will be small in physical intuition. This
point is also shown in Fig. 2, where the lines ofu1 varying
with r 1 at different values ofr 2 andr 3 are almost superpose
with each other. Equation~35! shows that bothC300

z andC300
y

have the contribution from the well determined value ofC300
B

~see Table IV!, so none of them can be constrained to zero
the fitting. If theC030

B is fitted in DMM1, the result will be
C030

B 520.056 7(58) Debye Å23. Only from the one stan-
dard error in the parenthesis we cannot say the value is
well determined, but it is largely correlated withC010

B . The
correlation coefficient49 is 20.79 and the root mean square
of the fitting residual only decrease from 2.9131023 to
2.8431023Debye. The fitted value of20.0567 can be con-
sidered as ‘‘noise’’ from theab initio calculation which may
not be accurate enough to determine such a high order c
ficient. The advantage of the DMM1 over DMM2 is that we
can remove the noise in the first dipole moment model
cannot in the second one.

Comparing DMM1 with the bond dipole model in Eq
~1!, it can be seen that there are onlyCi00

B terms in the latter,
so DMM1 can be called an improved bond dipole mod
because some inter-bond coupling terms are introduc
From the second column in Table IV, it can be seen that
the coefficientsCi00

B s are relatively large, and the others a
small exceptC120

B . It is shown that the empirical bond dipol
model is able to work well in some cases. However, it fa
sometimes because of the neglecting of the relative la
inter-bond coupling terms, such as theC120

B r 1(r 2
21r 3

2) in PH3

molecule. The relatively large value ofC120
B is assumed to be

the main reason which leads to the intensity anomaly in P3.
The contribution ofC120

B term to the intensities of~210;
A1 / lE/hE) bands is shown in Table VI. We can see fro
the table that the calculated intensities become much sm
if C120

B is set to zero.
In Table V, we can see that DMM3 produces the similar

intensity result as that by DMM2 except a very weak band
~110; E!. This also can be forecasted in Table IV, where
the coefficients of DMM2 and DMM3 are almost the same
exceptC110

y which is only 0.0050 Debye Å22 in the former
while 0.0141 Debye Å22 in the latter. Considering the loga
rithmic deviation of DMM3 is even larger than that of DMM2
and thatREck only rotates very small angles fromRPrin as
mentioned in Sec. III, it is shown that the Eckart conditio

TABLE VI. Calculated intensities (in 10222 cm) of (210;A1 / lE/hE)
bands with, only with, and withoutC120

B term in the improved bond dipole
model (DMM1).

(n1n2n3 ;G) With C120
B Only with C120

B a C120
B 50

(210;A1) 3.94 1.04 0.926
(210;lE) 0.361 0.125 0.0601
(210;hE) 2.09 2.82 0.0543

aAll other coefficients of DMM1 in Table IV are set to zeros.
 to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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are not crucial in studying the stretching vibrational ba
intensities of PH3 molecule, so we propose that it is n
necessary to use the Eckart reference system in similar p
lems, such as the stretching in AsH3 and SbH3 molecules.

Although the improved bond dipole model (DMM1)
which has some physical intuition and can predict the int
sity anomaly in PH3 seems better than DMM2 and DMM3,
there also exist large discrepancies between the calcula
and the observation for some bands, such asI (111) and
I (400). Since the experimental absolute intensity uncert
ties are not so large and the band intensity is less sensitiv
the force field than to the DMS,34 it is mainly owing to two
reasons in our problem,~1! the error of theab initio DMS
data point calculation and~2! the error from the fitting of the
DMSs to theab initio data. As to the first reason, the diffi
culty lies in the needed high accuracy of theab initio calcu-
lation and the computation resources available. Some dis
sions about theab initio dipole moment calculation can b
found elsewhere.28 Generally speaking, higher level metho
with larger basis sets provide better results. But they
more expensive, especially in the multidimensional DM
cases. A compromise has to be made between the accu
we aim at and the computation resources we can offer
this point, we found that the DFT method with the basis
employed in this work is an economic choice for 3D stretc
ing DMSs in PH3 due to its moderate accuracy and tim
consumed. Concerning the error from the fitting of t
DMSs, the problem is that it is difficult to obtain a goo
fitting result near the equilibrium configuration and at lar
coordinate displacements at the same time. The Mecke-
function has been discarded due to its poor fit in the vicin
of the equilibrium configuration which is crucial33 to the in-
tensity. On the contrary, the applied polynomial functio
show excellent performance at small coordinate displa
ments, but fail to give correct asymptotic behavior. Beca
the wave function distribution of the excited states at la
coordinate displacements increases as the vibrational q
tum number increases, the correct asymptotic behavior c
be more and more important for the highly excited ov
tones. This may be the main reason leading to the relativ
large intensity discrepancy between the calculation and
observation for~400; A1 /E) bands.

VI. CONCLUSION

The stretching vibrations in PH3 molecule were studied
in this work experimentally and theoretically. The band
tensities and some new band centers were reported up t
third overtone based on the FTIR spectra. The 3D P
stretching DMSs have been calculated by applying theab
initio DFT method. Three kinds of molecule-fixed referen
systems were used for projecting theab initio dipole moment
vectors, and the corresponding DMSs were expanded
polynomial functions in terms of the P–H bond length d
placements with molecular symmetry taken into consid
ation. The absolute band intensities were calculated with
ACAO Hamiltonian model and the expanded DMSs. T
results agree with experimental data reasonably well. C
parison between different dipole moment models was a
made. The Eckart conditions were found to be not crucia
Downloaded 20 Apr 2001 to 192.108.70.1. Redistribution subject
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this problem. An improved bond dipole model can pred
the intensity anomaly at the second overtone by introduc
some inter-bond coupling terms to the bond dipole mod
Remained discrepancies between the calculation and ob
vation were also discussed. The improved bond dipole mo
is readily applied to the four-dimensional stretching DMSs
SiH4 and its isotopic species, which is being carried out
our group.
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